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Monozygotic (MZ) twins form an important system for the study of biological plasticity in humans. While
MZ twins are generally considered to be genetically identical, a number of studies have emerged that have
demonstrated copy-number differences within a twin pair, particularly in those discordant for disease. The
rate of autosomal copy-number variation (CNV) discordance within MZ twin pairs was investigated using
a population sample of 376 twin pairs genotyped on Illumina Human610-Quad arrays. After CNV calling
using both QuantiSNP and PennCNV followed by manual annotation, only a single CNV difference was
observed within the MZ twin pairs, being a 130 KB duplication of chromosome 5. Five other potential
discordant CNV were called by the software, but excluded based on manual annotation of the regions. It
is concluded that large CNV discordance is rare within MZ twin pairs, indicating that any CNV difference
found within phenotypically discordant MZ twin pairs has a high probability of containing the causal gene(s)
involved.
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MZ twin pairs result from the fertilization and subsequent
splitting of a single embryo and, thus, are widely considered
to be genetically identical. Being genetically identical makes
MZ twins an important resource for the study of develop-
mental plasticity in humans. A growing number of studies
are investigating epigenetic differences in phenotypically
discordant MZ twins, particularly those discordant for dis-
ease (Bell & Spector, 2011; Kato et al., 2005; Van Dongen
et al., 2012; Zwijnenburg et al., 2010).
While MZ twins are largely genetically identical, somatic
mutations have been observed in one twin of a pair. These
tend to be observed in twin pairs that are discordant for
disease, although it is likely that such differences also ex-
ist unnoticed within MZ pairs with ‘normal’ phenotypes.
For example, mutations have been found in ATP2A2 in the
affected twin of a pair discordant for Darier disease (Sakunt-
abhai et al., 1999), in IRF6 in a pair discordant for Van der
Woude syndrome (Kondo et al., 2002) and in SCN1A in
Dravet’s syndrome (Vadlamudi et al., 2010).
Copy-number variants (CNV) are becoming recognized
as affecting a wide range of human traits (Girirajan et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2009) and thus there is potential for
MZ discordance to be caused by de novo CNVs. An initial
investigation of 19 MZ twins pairs — 9 pairs discordant
for disease and 10 phenotypically unselected or concor-
dant normal pairs — found three copy-number differences
within pairs, two large deletions in one individual of a dis-
cordant pair, and one large deletion in a member of a phe-
notypically concordant pair (Bruder et al., 2008). All these
CNVs were present in only a portion of cells in the carrier,
with frequencies of 20% and 15% for the CNV in the dis-
cordant pair and in 80% of cells in the individual from the
concordant pair. A study of CNV in MZ twin pairs selected
for concordance and discordance for attention problems
identified two de novo CNVs, one occurring pre-twinning
(and thus present in both members of the twin pairs) and
one post-twinning (Ehli et al., 2012). A number of other
studies of MZ twins with discordant disease phenotypes
have failed to identify any CNV discordance within the pair
(Lasa et al., 2010; Ono et al., 2010; Veenma et al., 2012).
A thorough quantification of the rate of genetic differ-
ences in a phenotypically unselected set of MZ twins is
required in order to determine the population rate of copy-
number differences within MZ pairs. If such copy-number
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differences are common within unselected MZ pairs, the
probability of any observed copy-number differences in an
MZ pair discordant for a disease being causal is greatly re-
duced. The frequency of copy-number differences is also
an important consideration when investigation develop-
mental plasticity in epigenetic studies of MZ twins as such
studies assume genetic identity within the twin pair. We
address this issue through the investigation of CNV in a
population-based sample of 376 pairs of MZ twins.
Materials and Methods
Cohort
After quality control filtering (described below), 376 pairs
of MZ twins — 169 male and 207 female — were available
for CNV calling. The genotyping and initial cleaning of
these samples are described at length elsewhere (Medland
et al., 2009). Briefly, all samples were genotyped on Illu-
mina Human610-Quad arrays. Samples with greater than
5% missing data were excluded from further analysis. MZ
twin status and sex was confirmed using the SNP genotypes.
CNV Calling
The primary CNV calls were made using the software Quan-
tiSNP v2 (Colella et al., 2007) using the default settings (L=
2 M, 10 EM iterations) and using the GC correction option.
A second set of CNV calls was made using PennCNV (Wang
et al., 2007), also using the GC correction model (Diskin
et al., 2008).
Poor quality samples were excluded from the study if
they failed any of the stringent quality controls metric from
either CNV calling program. For QuantiSNP, samples with
more than 200 CNV calls (without filtering on log Bayes
factor scores), an outlier rate > 0.0075, spread of log R ra-
tio values > 0.2 or measured spread of distribution of B
allele frequencies for heterozygote genotypes > 0.07 were
excluded. Further samples were excluded based on Pen-
nCNV output with greater than 70 CNV calls, a log R ratio
standard deviation > 0.28, the B allele frequency standard
deviation> 0.045, and an absolute waviness factor> 0.02.
Thresholds for each measurement were chosen by exam-
ining their distribution for the obvious outliers. Overall,
6% of samples failed one of these stringent quality met-
rics, resulting in 46 out of the original 422 twin pairs being
excluded from the final dataset (due to at least one of the
pair failing quality control). A strong overlap was observed
between the samples excluded using each metric for both
CNV calling programs.
CNV Differences within MZ Pairs
Differences within MZ pairs were first detected using Quan-
tiSNP CNV calls, followed by confirmation of the CNV calls
using PennCNV. QuantiSNP CNV calls were filtered to have
at least five probes, a length of 1 kb and to be autosomal.
As CNVs in highly repetitive regions — in particular cen-
tromeric regions — are known to have high false positive
rates, any CNV that was annotated as having greater than
70% of the region as repetitive DNA in the UCSC version
hg18 RepeatMasker annotation was removed.
For each individual, all CNVs with a QuantiSNP log
Bayes factor greater than 30 were investigated for presence
in the QuantiSNP CNV calls in the co-twin, regardless of
the log Bayes factor. CNV calls for the twin pair are consid-
ered concordant if there is any overlap of CNV calls of the
same category (deletion or duplication), irrespective of the
actual called copy number and the CNV end points. Discor-
dant CNV calls were further investigated using PennCNV,
confirming both the CNV call in the original individual and
the lack of CNV in the co-twin. This was repeated using a
log Bayes factor threshold of 10 for the initial QuantiSNP
CNV calls.
Results
CNVs in the MZ twins were called using QuantiSNP v2 on
data from Illumina Human610-Quad arrays. After strin-
gent quality control filters were applied, 376 pairs of MZ
twins remained. All CNVs called with a log Bayes factor
of greater than 30 were investigated for presence in the
co-twin, regardless of their significance, providing 126 can-
didate regions for copy-number differences within the MZ
pairs. A large number of these differences were repeated
across other pairs and also seen at high frequency in a larger
cohort (data not shown), indicating they were false pos-
itive CNVs. This was confirmed by noting that many of
these CNVs fell in centromeric and other highly repetitive
DNA regions that are known to generate false positive CNV
calls (Wang et al., 2007). Based on CNVs in centromeric
regions, any CNV across a region with greater than 70% of
the sequence in repeat regions was removed, reducing the
number of candidate regions to 16.
The remaining 16 regions were further investigated us-
ing CNV calls from PennCNV (Wang et al., 2007) and all
called CNV regions were confirmed. For 9 of the 16 CNVs,
PennCNV also identified a corresponding CNV in the co-
twin. All the CNVs identified in the co-twin had a low
confidence score compared to that in the primary twin, and
many were called to have a shorter length or as part of a
number of CNVs across a region, indicating likely false pos-
itive differences due to limitations of the calling algorithms.
Additionally, one CNV identified by QuantiSNP was called
as part of a larger CNV by PennCNV. In the co-twin, a CNV
was found that partially overlapped the larger CNV but did
not overlap the original CNV call, and so this was excluded
from further analysis.
The details of the remaining six identified CNV differ-
ences are given in Table 1. There was strong evidence for one
duplication on chromosome 5 and the measured log R ra-
tios and B allele frequencies are given in Figure 1. This CNV
covered 37 probes on the genotyping array and was highly
significant, with a QuantiSNP log Bayes factor of 54.1 and
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TABLE 1
Details of the Six CNV Differences Identified Across Six Different MZ Pairs by Both
QuantiSNP and PennCNV
Chr Copy number QuantiSNP details∗ PennCNV details∗
2 1 41,092,148–41,101,972, 10, 35.9 41,092,148–41,101,972, 10, 44.01
2 1 89,731,562–89,885,025, 15, 42.5 89,731,562–89,885,025, 15, 40.8
5 3 78,333,027–78,460,944, 37, 54.1 78,333,027–78,460,944, 37, 77.6
8 1 40,304,029–40,308,706, 8, 35.8 40,304,029–40,308,706, 8, 39.5
15 1 19,157,192–19,407,285, 32, 33.3 19,158,166–19,228,416, 10, 22.1
17 1 41,792,236–41,914,286, 36, 30.8 41,814,370–41,914,286, 34, 31.2
Note: ∗start – stop, # probes, log Bayes factor/confidence score. The copy-number variant showing the
strongest evidence for differences within an MZ pair is highlighted in bold type.
FIGURE 1
Copy-number discordance within a MZ twin pair. A 130 KB duplication is observed between 78,333,027–8,460,944 bp (indicated
by dashed lines) on chromosome 5 in twin 1. This duplication shows the characteristic increase in log R ratio above the value of zero
expected when two copies of the chromosome are present. There is also clear evidence of the characteristic four genotypes (AAA,
AAB, ABB, and BBB) that are seen in a duplication event in the plot of the B allele frequencies (bottom). No evidence of a duplication is
observed in the co-twin (right).
PennCNV confidence score of 77.6. The log R ratio in the
region of the insertion is slightly raised above zero, although
not to the extent of the expected value of log2(3/2) ( = 0.58)
if three copies were present in all cells. The B allele frequen-
cies for the heterozygous SNP clearly show two bands that
indicate a duplication, but deviate towards 0.5 from their
expected values of 0.33 and 0.67, indicating that this dupli-
cation is potentially a mosaic. Similar plots of log R ratio
and B allele frequencies for the five identified deletions are
given in supplementary Figures S1–S5. All of these deletions
show the requisite reduction in log R ratio values, but none
to the extent of the expected value of -1. The longer dele-
tion on chromosome 2 (supplementary Figure S1) covers an
immunoglobulin region, which is known to generate false
positive CNV calls (Wang et al., 2007). The region of chro-
mosome 17 identified as having a putative deletion (sup-
plementary Figure S2) was in a region of (monomorphic)
CNV probes only, so B allele frequency cannot be used as a
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confirmatory measure and we rely on intensity data alone.
Also, the log R ratios in the surrounding regions are rela-
tively noisy, indicating a difficult region to call CNVs using
these SNP arrays. The called deletion on chromosome 15
(supplementary Figure S3) is not well supported by the B
allele frequencies in the region. While these do not clus-
ter around 0.5, the B allele frequency values are consistent
across the co-twins indicating the copy-number state does
not differ within the pair. The two remaining CNV (sup-
plementary Figures S4 and S5) are both less than 10 KB
and do not have any heterozygous SNPs in the region to
confirm that the deletion is present only in one twin us-
ing differences in B allele frequencies. The validity of these
CNV differences would require further investigation using
alternative technology. Overall, after stringent quality con-
trol and manual inspection of CNV differences within MZ
twin pairs, we only find strong evidence for an 130 KB
duplication on chromosome 5.
As the initial threshold of a QuantiSNP log Bayes factor
of greater than 30 may result in false negative CNV calls, the
CNV filtering procedure was repeated with a threshold of
10. This identified 1,300 potential CNV differences within
the MZ pairs, with 586 remaining after filtering out regions
in repetitive sequence. Of these 586 CNVs, 499 were also
called in the same individual in PennCNV. PennCNV also
called an overlapping CNV in the co-twin in 107 of these
CNV calls, leaving a total of 392 CNV differences called
by both methods, consisting of 307 deletions and 85 du-
plications. Manual inspection of the 64 CNV having a log
Bayes factor >20 showed similar patterns to the CNVs in
supplementary Figures S1–S5, where the log R ratio in CNV
region was not strongly deviated from zero and the same
region in the co-twin showed similar patterns for both log
R ratio and B allele frequency measurements indicating that
there was no genuine difference in copy-numbers identified
within the twin pairs.
Discussion
We have performed a survey of copy-number differences
within 376 pairs of MZ twins using Illumina SNP arrays.
Overall, there was evidence for only one copy-number dif-
ference within a pair of MZ twins, consisting of a130 KB
duplication. Other regions had CNVs called by both Quan-
tiSNP and PennCNV in a single member of the twin pair,
but close inspection of the log R ratio and B allele frequency
measurements in the co-twin indicated likely false negative
CNV calls generating spurious discordance.
The use of SNP arrays for CNV calling is a relatively noisy
process, with even the best calling algorithms suffering from
moderate false positive and negative rates (Dellinger et al.,
2010; Pinto et al., 2011). In this study, the concordance be-
tween two CNV calling software packages, QuantiSNP v2
and PennCNV, was checked for all CNV calls. After filtering
out CNVs called in highly repetitive regions, the two CNV
calling algorithms demonstrated a strong concordance, par-
ticularly for CNVs called with high confidence, indicating
a low false positive rate. However, the false negative rate
appears high, with a number of apparent CNV differences
between MZ co-twins found by QuantiSNP v2 being re-
jected on the basis of the CNV also being called in the
co-twin with PennCNV. Furthermore, manual inspection
of intensity levels in the regions of putative CNV discor-
dance indicated that many CNVs were not called by either
piece of software. Inspection of the concordant CNV calls
within MZ twin pairs shows, as would be expected, that
longer CNVs are called more accurately. Thus, despite the
limitations of CNV calling from SNP arrays, it is possible to
conclude that large copy-number differences within unse-
lected MZ twin pairs are rare. Different technology will be
needed to accurately assess small CNVs differing within an
MZ pair.
The one CNV with strong evidence for a discordance in
an MZ pair was a130 kb duplication between 78,333,027–
78,460,944 bp on chromosome 5. This duplication demon-
strated the expected four bands in the B allele frequency
(corresponding to genotypes AAA, AAB, ABB, and BBB),
although the two heterozygous classes deviated towards 0.5
from their expected values of 0.33 and 0.67. The log R
ratio also is closer to zero than would be expected for a
duplication. This indicates that the duplication is proba-
bly a mosaic, in that not all cells in the individual contain
it. Given the CNV is only seen in one of the twin pair,
it must have occurred post fertilization. While the copy-
number data are most parsimoniously consistent with mu-
tation post embryo splitting, we are unable to rule out mu-
tation pre-splitting with the ‘non-carrier’ co-twin either
being a genuine non-carrier or being a mosaic below detec-
tion levels. Regardless of whether the CNV occurred pre- or
post-splitting, it would be highly likely that cells with and
without the duplication are present in the carrier, as is con-
sistent with the observed log R ratio and B allele frequencies.
As low rates of mosaicism have been observed in the gen-
eral population (Jacobs et al., 2012; Laurie et al., 2012), it is
not possible to attribute the splitting of the embryo to this
duplication.
The lack of evidence for frequent CNV differences within
unselected MZ pairs supports the continued use of discor-
dant MZ pairs to investigate the developmental etiology
of disease. Several studies have provided evidence for copy-
number differences within pairs of MZ twins discordant for
disease (Bruder et al., 2008; Ehli et al., 2012), the implication
being that these are causal variants. This study demonstrates
that such differences are rare in a population-based sample
of MZ twins, raising the chance that the identified differ-
ences are causal. However, given that such CNV differences
do occur in a population sample and genuine replication
of a CNV difference in an independent pair is likely to be
rare, it is important to remain cautious in conclusions about
causality and to pursue other biological support for the role
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of a CNV region in disease. Epigenome association studies
that look for discordant DNA methylation in pairs of MZ
twins that are discordant for disease also implicitly make an
assumption of no genetic differences within the twin pair.
While this study shows that such an assumption will hold
for a general population sample, the frequency of copy-
number differences in pairs selected for disease discordance
remains to be determined and whether frequency may vary
between diseases.
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